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Abstract

Neutrino oscillation experiments at accelerator energies [1–6] aim to establish CP violation in the neutrino sector
by measuring the energy-dependent rate of νe appearance and νµ disappearance in a νµ beam. These experiments
can precisely measure νµ cross sections at near detectors, but νe cross sections are poorly constrained and require
theoretical inputs. In particular, QED radiative corrections are different for electrons and muons. These corrections
are proportional to the small QED coupling, α ≈ 1/137; however, the large separation of scales between the neutrino
energy and the proton mass (∼ GeV), and the electron mass and soft-photon detection thresholds (∼ MeV) introduces
large logarithms in the perturbative expansion. The resulting flavor differences exceed the percent-level experimental
precision [7–10], and depend on nonperturbative hadronic structure. We establish a novel factorization theorem
for exclusive charged-current (anti)neutrino scattering cross sections. The first flavor universal factor depends on
hadron and nuclear structure and can be constrained by high-statistics νµ data. The second factor is non-universal
and contains logarithmic enhancements, but can be calculated exactly in perturbation theory. We demonstrate the
cancellation of uncertainties in the predicted ratio of νe and νµ cross sections. We point out the potential impact of
non-collinear energetic photons and the distortion of the visible lepton spectra, and provide precise predictions for
fully inclusive observables.
Main

Current and future accelerator neutrino oscillation experiments [1–6] observe primarily muon neutrinos and antineutrinos in their near detectors, but must precisely interpret electron neutrino and antineutrino interactions in far
detectors to measure oscillation probabilities. Over much of the available parameter space, discovery of CP violation
at next generation experiments will require, as-yet unachieved, percent-level control over νe appearance signals. Precise calculation of differences between muon and electron neutrino interactions, including QED radiative corrections,
is therefore a critical input to such experiments. In this work, we describe a new computational framework for these
calculations, and present results for the basic (anti)neutrino-nucleon charged-current elastic scattering process. We
show how important flavor ratios are insensitive to uncertain hadronic and nuclear parameters, so that our results
can be applied to experiments with nuclear targets.
The separation of scales between the large neutrino energy and the smaller lepton masses and soft-photon detection
thresholds allows us to apply powerful effective field theory techniques to neutrino scattering. In particular, softcollinear effective theory (SCET) [11–19] establishes the following factorization theorem for the charged-current elastic
cross section depicted in Fig. 1 [20]:
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Here x denotes the fraction of the total of lepton and photon energy carried by the charged lepton, m` and E` are the
charged lepton mass and energy, and µ is the renormalization scale. The hard scale is Λ ∼ M ∼ Eν ∼ Q, where M is
the nucleon mass and Q2 denotes the momentum transfer between initial and final nucleons. The quantities ∆E and
∆θ denote soft energy and angular acceptance parameters. In neutrino detectors, photons are spatially localized when
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of charged-current elastic event. Photons that are within an angle ∆θ of the charged lepton,
or that have energy below ∆E, are included in the cross section.
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they are sufficiently energetic that e e pair production is their dominant scattering mechanism. Such a photon is
absorbed into the reconstructed electron when its direction with 0respect to the electron is within the angular size of
k
kdictate choices for ∆E and ∆θ, respectively.
the electron’s shower in the detector. These two considerations
The effective theory
√ is constructed as an expansion in powers of the small
√ parameter λ ∼ ∆E/Λ. The lepton
mass satisfies m` . λΛ, and the jet angular resolution satisfies ∆θ . λ. For the T2K/HyperK, NOvA, and
p ∼ few × 10 MeV and
n ∆θ . 10◦ , and therefore these conditions are
DUNE experiments, appropriate choices are ∆E
satisfied with the power counting parameter λ at the percent level. The factorization formula is valid up to power
corrections of relative size O(λ). For numerical evaluations, we include the complete lepton mass dependence for
tree-level cross sections. The separate hard (H), jet (J)
√ and soft (S) factors in equation (1) do not contain large
perturbative logarithms when evaluated at µ ∼ Λ, µ ∼ λΛ, and µ ∼ λΛ, respectively. To control large logarithms,
we renormalize to a common scale, and include terms enhanced by emission of multiple photons [21–24].
The soft and jet functions are trivial at leading order, S = 1 and J = 1, and higher orders can be computed
in perturbation theory [19, 25–36]; see [20] for details of this calculation. The hard function contains hadronic
physics [37–42] and is nonperturbative.
Our general exclusive observable, depicted in Fig. 1 and described by equation (1), is defined to contain all photons
that have energy below ∆E or are within angle ∆θ of the charged lepton direction. We focus on two important cases
relevant for neutrino experiments. For electron flavor events, energetic collinear photons are reconstructed together
with the electron. Thus the “jet observable”, with appropriate choice of ∆E and ∆θ, applies. For muon flavor,
collinear photons are only a small fraction of all photons above the soft-photon energy threshold, both because the
`
effective ∆θ for muons in realistic detectors is smaller and because angles of typical photons, ∼ E`m
+m` , are larger.
Thus for muon flavor events, the formal limit ∆θ → 0 is a good approximation, i.e., only soft photons with energy
below ∆E are included in the observable.
Results for Flavor Ratios

The ratio of electron to muon cross sections is a critical ingredient in neutrino oscillation analyses. We display
this ratio in Fig. 2. For the exclusive case, we focus on our default observables with electron plus collinear and soft
radiation, and muon plus soft-only radiation. For comparison, we display also the result when only soft radiation is
included for the electron. In either case, dependence on hadronic physics is identical for e and µ at the same value of
hadronic momentum transfer, according to equation (1), leaving only a small perturbative uncertainty on the ratio.
As explained in the Methods section below, besides the exclusive case we consider inclusive observables that include
all photon events in the cross section. For this case, we focus on the blue dash-double-dotted curve with the filled
band in Fig. 2, corresponding to our default inclusive observables: including all photon events in the cross section, but
reconstructing Q2 using only collinear and soft radiation for the electron, and only soft radiation for the muon. For
comparison, we also display in Fig. 2 the results when both electron and muon events are reconstructed using only
soft radiation (E` spectrum), and when both are reconstructed using all radiation (E` + Eγ spectrum). Integrating
over kinematics, we present the ratio of the total electron to muon cross sections for two kinematic setups without
cuts on the lepton energy in Table I.
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FIG. 2: Radiatively corrected ratio of νe versus νµ cross section for exclusive observables (left plots) and inclusive observables
(right plots). The top plots are for neutrino scattering, and the bottom for antineutrino scattering. For exclusive observables,
the ratio of cross sections with soft photons of energy below ∆E = 10 MeV is represented by black dash-dotted lines. The
tree-level ratio is shown by blue solid lines. Red dashed lines with a legend “soft and collinear photons” represent the ratio
of jet observable including photons in ∆θ = 10◦ cone for νe scattering to the observable excluding collinear photons for νµ
scattering. For inclusive observables, we display the E` spectrum (green dotted lines), E` + Eγ spectrum (red dashed lines),
and “energy in cone” spectrum (blue dash-double-dotted lines and filled band). For the “energy in cone” spectrum, Q2 is
reconstructed from energy in ∆θ = 10◦ cone for electron flavor and from lepton energy for muon flavor.

Implications for Neutrino Oscillation Experiments

The precise predictions for fully inclusive cross sections in Table I have important implications for the T2K and
NOvA experiments: the total cross section for electron neutrino charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) events is precisely predicted in terms of observed muon neutrino CCQE events. T2K and NOvA currently assume 2% uncertainties
on the extrapolation from muon (anti)neutrino to electron (anti)neutrino due to radiative corrections. In place of this
assumption, our results provide a precise prediction, with reduced uncertainty. We also demonstrate that radiative
correction uncertainty for both exclusive and inclusive observables can be controlled to the higher precision needed
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2.47 ± 0.06
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− 1, %

2.54 ± 0.05 ± 0.09

2.04 ± 0.08

1.82 ± 0.08 ± 0.23

0.394 ± 0.003

0.23 ± 0.01 ± 0.11

0.322 ± 0.006

0.51 ± 0.01 ± 0.18

TABLE I: Inclusive electron to muon cross-section ratios for neutrinos and antineutrinos without kinematic cuts. Uncertainties
at leading order are from vector and axial nucleon form factors. For the final result, we include an additional hadronic
uncertainty from the one-loop correction to the first uncertainty, and provide a second uncertainty as the magnitude of the
radiative correction.
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by the future DUNE and HyperK experiments. Before this work, the assumptions made by the current and future
experiments were not justified by rigorous theoretical evaluation.
Our calculations also validate another implicit or explicit [43] assumption of modern experiments: that the probability for a muon to be accompanied by a collinear photon which is so energetic as to confuse a particle identification
algorithm looking for a penetrating muon track is very small: less than a few×10−4 for NOvA and DUNE, and less
than 10−4 for T2K/HyperK.
Experiments do not measure neutrino interactions in a way that is truly inclusive of final state photons. The rate
for events with non-collinear hard photons is between one percent and several percent of the total event rate, which
is larger than the planned precision of future experiments. The experiments currently assume that non-collinear
hard photons are absent, but such photons could disrupt event selection, particularly the separation of electrons
from neutral pions or the exclusive identification of quasielastic events. Another effect of real photon radiation is
the distortion of the reconstructed lepton energy spectrum, resulting in an enhancement of lower momentum leptons
and depletion of higher momentum ones, cf. Fig. 2. Because the inclusion of real photons is different for muon and
electron reconstruction, this may change the relative efficiency of reconstructing the different neutrino flavors. Our
results can be used to precisely account for these effects.
Current data on neutrino interactions do not have the precision to validate or challenge our precise calculations
because of the sparse data on electron neutrino and anti-neutrino scattering at these energies [44–48]. Experiments
must therefore rely on this and other theoretical calculations to determine the effects of radiative corrections. Such
effects can be potentially constrained by recent and forthcoming measurements with electrons [49, 50] and muons.
Methods
Form Factors in the Hard Function

In the evaluation of the hard function, we use form factors and uncertainties extracted from other data [51, 52] for the
tree-level contributions [38], and a form factor insertion model [53–56] with conservative uncertainties for the one-loop
contributions. The form factor insertion ansatz dresses point-particle Feynman diagrams with onshell form factors
at hadronic vertices. A naive implementation of the ansatz violates electromagnetic gauge invariance; we modify
the electroweak vertex by suitable “counterterms” to avoid spurious collinear singularities. For the one-loop hard
function, electromagnetic form factors are represented by dipoles with mass parameters varied as Λ2 → (1 ± 0.1)Λ2 .
Uncertainties due to the insertion of onshell hadronic vertices and the neglect of inelastic intermediate states are
estimated by a simple ansatz that adds the neutron onshell vertex to each of the neutron and proton electromagnetic
vertices.
Exclusive Jet Observables

We must specify which real photons are to be included in the observable. While this specification depends in
detail on detector capabilities and analysis strategies, an important class of observables is determined as follows: (1)
soft radiation below ∆E is unobserved (but contributes to the cross section), independent of angle with respect to
charged lepton direction; (2) collinear radiation accompanying electrons, within an angle ∆θ of the electron direction, is
included as part of the same electromagnetic shower; (3) collinear radiation accompanying muons is excluded. Figure 3
displays the ratio of the cross section to the leading-order (LO) result, dσ/dσLO , for default values ∆E = 10 MeV and
∆θ = 10◦ , as a function of nucleon momentum transfer Q2 . In the electron case, we compare our default jet observable
(including energetic radiation within 10◦ cone) to the soft-photon-only observable; the large, ∼ 15%, correction in
this case results from a logarithmic enhancement ∼ ln(Eν /me ) ln(Eν /∆E). The factorization theorem of equation (1)
enforces a cancellation of hadronic uncertainty in the ratio of the corrected cross section to tree level, up to O(α),
resulting in the small uncertainty for the cross sections in Fig. 3 (after the NLO resummation analysis, perturbative
uncertainty is at or below permille level). For comparison, the plots also show the tree-level uncertainty on the cross
section due to uncertain (dominantly axial-vector) nucleon form factors. This uncertainty cancels in flavor ratios.
Specification of Inclusive Observables

The above “exclusive” observables incorporate real photon radiation that is either unobservable by the detector
(photon below ∆E in energy) or indistinguishable from the charged lepton (photon above ∆E in energy but within
angle ∆θ of the electron) [21, 57–59]. Other hard photons are excluded from the cross section. Oscillation experiments
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FIG. 3: Radiatively corrected cross-section ratio to the tree-level result in neutrino scattering for exclusive observables. The
legend corresponds to left plots in Fig. 2. The tree-level uncertainty is represented by green dotted line as a deviation of the
ratio from unity. The left plot is for electron flavor and the right plot is for muon flavor.
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FIG. 4: Radiatively corrected cross-section ratio to the tree-level result in neutrino scattering for inclusive observables. The
legend corresponds to right plots in Fig. 2. The left plot is for electron flavor and the right plot is for muon flavor.

such as NOvA and DUNE that attempt to identify all neutrino charged-current interactions and determine neutrino
energy by measuring the sum of lepton and recoil energy are likely to include such events. Non-collinear hard photons
introduce new hadronic structure beyond the hard function appearing in equation (1). We estimate this effect by
extending the form factor insertion ansatz to describe real hard photon emission, employing the same gauge-invariant
model as for the exclusive process. We retain the complete charged lepton mass dependence for the inclusive crosssection calculation.
Radiative corrections to the total cross section and inclusive E` + Eγ spectrum are free from soft or collinear
enhancements and mass-dependent contributions are suppressed as m2` /Λ2 , m2` ln (m` /Λ) /Λ2 . The E` and energy-incone spectra (for small ∆θ) at a given Q2rec receive collinear enhancements; in a photon splitting approximation these
contributions arise from primary leptons emitted at smaller Q2 . To illustrate the impact of radiative corrections on
kinematic reconstruction, we compute the spectrum with respect to several different variables (“reconstructed Q2 ”):
Q2rec = 2M (Eν − E` − EX )

(2)

where for events without energetic photons we have EX = 0, and for events with an energetic photon of energy Eγ
we take (i) EX = 0 (“E` spectrum”); (ii) EX = Eγ when the photon is within ∆θ = 10◦ of the electron, and EX = 0
otherwise (“energy in cone”); or (iii) EX = Eγ (“E` + Eγ spectrum”).
The results are displayed in Fig. 4 for neutrino scattering and in Fig. 5 for antineutrino scattering. There are several
notable features of these curves. First, let us compare to the exclusive case displayed in Fig. 3. For electrons, the red
dashed curves in the figures both represent spectra with respect to hadronic momentum transfer; the ∼ few % larger
cross section in Fig. 4 corresponds to the additional contribution from non-collinear energetic photons. Similarly
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4 but for antineutrino scattering.

for muons, the dash-dotted black curve in Fig. 3 and the red dashed curve in Fig. 4 both represent spectra with
respect to hadronic momentum transfer, and their difference is identified with the contribution of energetic photons
(of any angle). Second, although the three curves for νe in Figs. 4 and 5 (or two curves for νµ ) integrate to the same
total cross section, they differ significantly in their dependence on Q2rec . It is essential to account for the correct
kinematic dependence of radiative corrections when analysis cuts and acceptance effects are incorporated in practical
experiments.
Consideration of Subleading and Nuclear Effects

We have developed formalism and computed radiative corrections to exclusive and inclusive observables of neutrinonucleon scattering, presenting flavor ratios and ratios of cross sections to leading-order results. Neglected isospinviolating [60–68] and higher-order perturbative and power corrections impact cross sections at or below the permille
level.
Although the study was performed with neutrino-nucleon scattering, important cross-section ratios are insensitive to
the explicit form of the nonperturbative hard function and similar conclusions are valid for scattering on nuclei. First,
the radiative corrections to the exclusive cross sections in Fig. 3, and the corresponding ratios in Fig. 2, are dominated
by large perturbative logarithms that are independent of nuclear or hadronic parameters. Second, for the inclusive
cross sections displayed in Table I, constraints on the lepton mass dependence [58, 59] imply small modifications
to radiative corrections from nuclear effects. An explicit evaluation within the standard impulse approximation
accounting for nucleon binding energy, initial state Fermi motion, and final state Pauli blocking yields corrections to
σe /σµ of order 10−4 at Eν = 2 GeV, and of order 10−3 at Eν = 0.6 GeV, already contained in the hadronic error bars
of Table I.
Extensions to Future Work

Applications to neutrino energy reconstruction, radiative corrections with pion and resonance production, and the
inclusion of Coulomb and nuclear effects to general exclusive and inclusive observables, will be investigated in future
work.
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